Shoreline Master Program Update
City of Renton

Shoreline Modifications
Map 11-A
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- Some Modification/Partially Vegetated
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- Alternatively Modified and Natural
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- 0-No Structure Present
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- M. Marina
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- X. No Dock
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File Name: \HO6DI PLANNING\GIS\gts_project\shoreline_mgmt_program.mxd\0GIS\1\Map\ModifiedShore.mxd

Actual Data Source: City of Renton 2009, King County 2009 and ESA Additions.

This map depicts the approximate location and extent of areas subject to the SMA. The actual extent of shoreline parallel to the water line varies from the SMA. The water line may be less than 50 feet from the SMA and may have associated wetlands. The location of the 20-ft. is from USGS (1999). Floodplain and floodway extent are based on FEMA mapping. Wetland locations are approximate and based on existing hydrographical inventories. Additional wetlands may be present that are not shown on the maps and some of the areas shown as wetlands may not meet the criteria for wetlands.

This map makes no claim as to whether wetlands are associated with the shoreline or not.